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UNDERSTANDING WHAT THE WILL OF THE LORD IS

3/'78 Chapel Eph.5:14-17

I would to consider with you this morning a unified passage
in the 5th chapterpf Ephesians -5:14-17 . . . (reading text)

Here is an interesting command Paul gives toChr-isti3n"Be
not unwise but understanding what the will of the Lord is." It
sounds as if all of us are in one of to clssë we either'
unwise or we understand what the will of the Lord is. What is the
will of the Lord? Certainly the will of the Lord has created all
the galaxies, all the stars. Certainly the will of the Lord con
trols all the tremendous processes in human life and-in the life
of an animal. All the different chemical processes, many of which
are not understood yet, God controls then-all. They-are all a
part of His will. Does this mean that-wt--4Q_.-not------ if we do not
understand all these these things, then we are unwise? Certainly
not! 1¬ must have a much narrower tense than that There is much
of the ways of God we cannot expect to understand in-.-t-his life.

When he says, Be not unwise but understanding what the will
of the Lord is, he is certainly referring what the will of the
Lord is in relation to us. We should certainly understand His
will relating tous. Some students have the idea when they go
out in to the ministry that it is their purpose to explain all
the ways of God. To give people a complete understanding of-the
universe and of all the problems of life, and. to. -build the.-king
dom-of God on earth. There is no such promise in the Bible that
we would be able to do on 1* earth would he able to do all this,
nor is it God's command that we should. Thse things are good.
Any knowledge you can get is good to have, but that is not the
meanina of this verse. It means the will of God -as relating to us.

But not many of us understand the will of God as relating to
ourselves. Do you know what is going to happen to you one year
from now r two years from now, or three years from now? Some
of you bbly be invalids by that B time. Some' of you 4J
w.1-l. have bad accidents perhaps nd he crippled. Some of you may
be dead. Some of you my be successful. Some of you will have
failed with whatever you have undertaken. We do not know-the
future. We are not unwise if we say we do not know the will of
God a short distance in the future! But Paul says, Don't be
unwise, be understanding the will of God. Evidently-thefl there
is a definite understanding that we are expected to have, and it
is important we understand what it is.

In fact it is so important that Paul says,-v.,14, Wherefore
he says, Awake thou that sleepest and arise from the dead and
Christ shall give thee light." If we are really not understanding
what the will of the Lord is, if we are unwise, he uses this other
figure, we are asleep. Yet in fact we are dead. Now look at the
command. Arise from the dead. How can you arise from the dead? A
dead person can't rise. Impossible! Except as God works a miracle.
You can't rise from the dead. We see however, that the great bulk
of neoole of the world are dead in trespasses and sin. The great
bulk of people do not know Jesus,-the-y are -dead ih sins, but God
is ready to work a miracle if they will lust look to Christ and
he saved. This is, of course, the most important thin inlife
i.e. that we make absolutely sure that we surely have been raised
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